Abstract-This research paper has presented a data hiding technique for binary document images. Entropy measure method is used to minimize the perceptual distortion due to embedding. The watermark extraction is a blind system because neither the original image nor the watermark is required for extraction. The document image is similar to any other image. The proposed method discovers the specific regions where minimum distortion delay exists due to embedding. For embedding, the blocks that exist in the area of small font sizes are selected. Experimental results show that marked documents have excellent visual quality and less computational complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Digital media is getting more popular today. Many applications are based on binary document images like video and audio multi-level images. Most of existing image data hiding techniques has been used for grayscale or color images, but very few authors [1] [2] [3] have addressed the data hiding for binary images. Digital watermarking techniques are used for following purposes.
• Ownership protection • Copy control • Annotation and authentication of digital media.
AWTC (Authentication Watermarking by Template raking with symmetrical Central pixels) is a good technique with higher tamper resistance, robustness and good visual quality but with the limitation that no distortion measure is applied.
This research paper has presented a data hiding algorithm. It is based on entropy measure and it authenticates the digital documents for binary document image. Entropy measure is applied on the whole image. It selects the blocks that have minimum perceptual distortion for embedding. By applying this technique, all blocks in an image need not to be computed. It reduces the computational complexity as well as the response time and results in a good visual quality.
The organization of paper is such that Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 and 4 include an overview of AWTC and entropy measure. In section 5 the framework of proposed technique is presented. Section 6 and 7 show experimental results and conclusion respectively.
II. RELATED WORK
Wu et al. [4] proposed an algorithm that is used for data hiding in digital binary images. The technique calculates the flipping scores using a set of rules. Uneven embedding capacity problem has been resolved using shuffling. Lu et al. [6] proposed a Distance-Reciprocal Distortion Measure (DRDM) for binary document images. The proposed technique has improved correlation with human visual perception as compared to PSNR (peak signal-to noise ratio), when binary document images are used [5] .
H. Lu et al. [6] proposed a secure AWT (Authentication Watermarking Tecnique) scheme for digital binary images. Visual score based on pixel neighborhood is used to choose the pixels for embedding data in this scheme.
Kurup, et al. [7] proposed entropy based data hiding algorithm for binary document images. The proposed technique identifies the group of characters and other regions in the image. It identifies only those regions where the data can be hidden with minimum perception distortion.
K. Aihab, H.K.Sikander, Y.Rakhshanda [8] proposed a secure data hiding algorithm for binary document images. The technique is based on DRDM. It selects the pixels efficiently that are used to flip in embedding. Only the low visibility pixels are flipped after computing their distortion measure. It results in processed documents with excellent visual quality. By this experiment, even a single pixel flipping can be detected and document is marked to unauthentic.
III. PRELIMINARIES
This section provides some information about entropy measure and AWTC.
Entropy Measure 1) Entropy Equation
The above equation is used to calculate the entropy measure. The notations used in above equations are described such that pdf is probability density function that is used to determine the white and black pixels in an image, whereas k in subscript shows the block number. H k (a) is the entropy and k in subscript is the number of block under consideration. 'a' represents the regions covered by that image block. 'a' can has maximum two values, that are 0 and 1. 0 is used to represents the black pixels whereas 1 is for white pixels. gives the size of character.
3) Review of AWTC
AWTC technique is used to detect the alternations in an image, even when a single pixel flipping exists. Salt and pepper noise is not visible in AWTC marked images. AWTC technique is resistant to parity attacks and as a result it can authenticate even small images using either secret-or public-key ciphers.
4) AWTC insertion algorithm
AWTC insertion algorithm proposed by [6] is as follows. 1. Consider a binary image Z. Divide this image into sequence of small images called v. The pieces of images should be non-overlapped. Sort v according to visual score of patterns.
2. Clear the first n central pixels of the sorted sequence v, where n is the size of adopted AS.
3. Compute the integrity-index H of this binary image Z by using a cryptographically secure hashing function. Encrypt the integrity-index H with the secretor private-key, obtaining AS S.
4. Insert n bits of S in n first central pixels of sorted sequence v, obtaining the watermarked image [6] .
5) AWTC verification
The algorithm is as follows. 1. Consider a binary image Z. Divide this image into sequence of small images called v. The pieces of images should be non-overlapped. Apply the same procedure for sorting v as in insertion algorithm.
2. Select the sorted v and extract the AS S from n first central pixels. Decrypt S with secret-or public-key and obtain the integrity index H.
3. Clear first n central pixels of sorted v and compute the check integrity-index C of the now-cleared image Z, using hashing function.
4. If extracted integrity-index H and the check integrityindex C are same, then watermark is verified. Otherwise, the image is modified [6] .
IV. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
The proposed technique is revised version of AWTC with introduction of entropy measures. Visual scores have been used in AWTC for selection of pixels to flip and hide data. In the proposed technique, entropy measure is used to choose pixels for hiding data.
Modified AWTC insertion algorithm
The proposed insertion algorithm with introduction of entropy is as follows.
Divide the binary image into regular 3×3 blocks and compute the entropy of each block.
The blocks that lie in small font characters are selected. 1. Clear the central pixels of those blocks.
Using a hashing function, compute the hash value (e.g H1) of the cleared image. Encrypt H1 to obtain an authentication signature (e.g S).
Insert S in the central pixels of n blocks where n is the length of S.
1) Graphical Model
Data insertion process requires document image as an input. Entropy measure and hash values are calculated to embed the signature in image. Data insertion is represented in 
2) Pseudo code
The data insertion algorithm is described in Fig 2 . 
4) Graphical Model
Data extraction process requires marked document image as an input. Entropy measure and hash values are calculated to extract the signature from image. Data extraction process is shown in 
5) Pseudo Code
The data extraction algorithm is described in Fig 4 . • m = 3 i.e. the size of weight matrix for computing entropy.
• Key = 8.7e+037 which is converted into binary.
• Signature = 58 bits.
• Elapsed time for data hiding is 4.906000 seconds. It is analyzed from the above results that the image after embedding has good quality and flipping is hard to perceive. Also that the computational cost is low and it makes the algorithm efficient.
VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented a new approach for data hiding in document images. The proposed method identifies the group of characters and other regions in the image where minimum perception distortion causes the data hidden. Further the technique is analyzed by applying on different images.
It is clear from the experimental results that the proposed technique has high visual quality and requires less computational cost. Verification is performed in the absence of original image.
Future research should aim at addressing data hiding in color and grayscale images using the technique presented in this research.
